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"MOONSHINE LOVER" ART BY ELLA DIEM

Message Sent is more than an
eMagazine. It's about gathering a
message and bringing it out to the
universe to read.
Return 2 Cindr started out as
people who just wanted to push
out a message by spoken word
poetry. Showing that we are not
afraid to advocate for the quiet, we
spoke about social taboos and tried
our best to get our message out
there from a stage.

This issue's theme is Summer Love: The lost and found.
Our artists have lost and found love during the Summer of 2020. We
wanted to wait for the summer nights to become throwback
memories. After all, isn't it summer love that truly determines the
winter nights? Or does none of it matter?
Did you embrace summer love or were you running away from it
long enough for it to never get the chance to obtain your phone
number? There's people in this publication that do have Summer
Love still in their contacts.
We're just curious...

We then evolved into this family
that strives to build up our
community through events such as
cocktails and canvas with
performing arts entertainment and
poetry slams. Currently we are
focused on growing our digital
presence. Creating more videos
and reaching out to the community
through social media and
publishing our electronic magazine:
Message Sent.
Thank you for clicking on our
fourth Message Sent Magazine!
This is a publication that will be
published on all of our social media
platforms.
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DRIFTING

Poetry by Cristina Sassi

I wish we could hit pause
Maybe then we could float for a minute or
two down the lazy river
Soaking up the sun and allowing smiles to
stretch across our faces
We’d be in the mountains without cell phone
service
Because right now, I don’t want to hear
anyone’s voices but ours

Instead we’re feeling like we’re floating
through the days
Begging the minutes to speed up and get on
with their to-do lists
As though filling our time makes the clock go
by faster
We’ll clasp our hands without fear of being
pulled apart by forces bigger than us

I just wish that
we could hit
pause and float

"I WONDER WHAT SKY YOU'RE UNDER" BY FRESH LINEN
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A CINQUAIN FOR AN OLD FLAME
BY V. KASALA

LOVER,
YOUR HANDS UPON
MY HEART AND BENEATH THE
HEM OF HER SKIRT, I’VE FORGOTTEN.
THANK GOD

The melody of you
by Breeze

The soft sweet melody of you
Tinkling of your piano keys against my soul
Slow humming of your voice close to the mic
Low tones of your horn blowing in my ear
Slow beat of your drum to my heart
This is the music of your love
The way you move to your own music
Slow, sensual movements tuning out everything
around you, but me
Your lyrics hypnotize me, leaving me open to you
As I move to your trance, dance to your drum
I cannot help but become aroused by the playing
of your instruments
This is the music of your love
"MOONSHINE LOVER" BY ELLA DIEM
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To book or collaborate with R2C for an event, please email
Return2Cindr@gmail.com or connect with us through social media platforms.

@ R E T U R N 2 C I N D R
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